DETAILS OF TRAINING CAMPS IN AFGHANISTAN

1. **HARIKAT AL ANSAR**: This camp (Maaskar Umar Farooq) is located in Uluswali Zawar Gharbuz near Khost. The camp was established in June 1991. Maulvi Abdul Jabbar is its director. Presently there are 300-500 persons under training. The camp is politically affiliated with JuI (F). It has the backing of Jalal-Udin-Haqqani.

2. **JAMIAT AL MUJAHIDEEN**: The camp was established in 1991 in Zawar and is headed by Akhtar Hussein Moavia. At present, 30-40 students from AK/1HK are receiving training. This camp also has the backing of Haqqani.

3. **HARIKAT-E-JIHAD-E-ISLAMI (LIZA)**: This camp is located in Zawar and is sponsored by Maulvi Fazal-Urahman Khalil. Presently, Qari Saiful Akhtar is in charge of the training. 150-200 students are receiving training currently. Maulana Jalal-Udin Haqqani is providing local support to it.

4. **LEVA CAMP**: The camp is located at Mohammad Ghazi at Jalalabad. It is headed by Adeel Jehad Yar. Support is provided by Harikat-al-Ansar and Jamiat-e-Islami (Pakistan). Presently 150 students are studying there.
Pakistan is the first country of the world, which recognized the Government of Islamic Emirates of Afghanistan. Even well before that, Pakistan and Taliban have had exemplary brotherly fraternal relations and have been a source of strength for each other. Pakistan has always supported Taliban at all international for a. Continuation of friendly ties between the two Muslim brotherly countries is certainly to a mutual advantage, and as such needs to be preserved.

Since the past, Pakistan has been genuinely concerned over the spate of sectarian violence by trained terrorist who have unfortunately found sanctuary in our brotherly neighboring country, Afghanistan. We have credible reports that there are certain camps on Afghan soil, which are only meant to train Pakistani terrorists. We have evidence to believe that persons trained at these camps are involved in anti-Pakistan activities and are linked to criminal organization in Pakistan. Terrorists trained in these camps carry out criminal activities inside Pakistan and then take refuge in Afghanistan in the guise of Talib Mujahideen, whereas, in actuality, these criminals have nothing to do with Jehad. Names and details of such camps are enclosed.

It may be worth mentioning that despite the presence of over two million Afghan refugees, Pakistan does not permit anyone to carry out anti-Taliban activities on its soil. Pakistan even expelled some old Jehadi commanders and has neutralized many others who have now gone dormant. In line with Islamic teachings, Pakistan has always endeavored to disallow any anti-Taliban activity despite many difficulties. Pakistan therefore expects that Taliban will accordingly reciprocate by disallowing any anti-Pakistan activity from Afghan soil. We have already shared the list and photos of nine wanted criminals with the Taliban leadership. Details are attached.

We have also been concerned with reports on assassination teams being sent to our cities, mainly Peshawar, Quetta, and Islamabad, to assassinate dissident anti-Taliban personalities residing in Pakistan. If our information is correct, we strongly call for cessation of this activity. Islam, as well as international law, prohibits such killings, and especially outside of Afghan territorial jurisdiction. Certainly, rumors about this activity will cause negative repercussions and serve to reduce support or sentiment for the Taliban within Pakistan.

We are confident the Islamic Emirates of Afghanistan will take due cognizance of the above mentioned internal law and order problems in Pakistan. Islam prescribes capital punishment for “Qatal-e-Amad” and an Islamic society remains peaceful and vibrant by provision of justice through its system. To this end, we are hopeful that in consideration of the above-mentioned facts, the Government of Islamic Emirates of Afghanistan will respond by closing the identified camps and hand over the named criminals to the Government of Pakistan. We also expect from our friends to discontinue sending assassination teams to Pakistan.